Plastic Enclosures

NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR NEW TECHNOLOGY

Constructed with a robust, wireless transparent ABS plastic material, this lightweight and affordable enclosure is designed to integrate wireless devices into traditional structured wiring installations.

The durable enclosure mounts easily for both surface and recessed applications, to secure equipment professionally and out-of-sight.

Features:
- Made with ABS plastic, the enclosure is designed to integrate wireless devices without interference
- Universal mounting grid maximizes compatibility with 3rd party products without additional brackets
- Extra venting along the vertical plane of the door allows for superior heat dissipation
- Staggered mounting tabs allow multiple enclosures to mount in adjacent stud bays

Benefits:
- **Single Solution.** Allows wired and wireless infrastructure to be integrated in a single cabinet.
- **Neatly Tuck Away All Your Home’s Control:** Universal mounting grid and added depth maximizes 3rd party compatibility.
AVAILABLE PRODUCTS

20” ENCLOSURES
ENP2050 — 20” Plastic Enclosure with Hinged Door
ENP2080 — 20” Plastic Enclosure, Only
ENP2060 — 20” Plastic Hinged Door, Only

20” BULK PACKS
ENP2080-5 — 20” Plastic Enclosure, Only (Pack of 5)
ENP2060-5 — 20” Plastic Hinged Door, Only (Pack of 5)

ACCESSORIES
ENP2001 — Plastic 20” Trim Ring

30” ENCLOSURES
ENP3050 — 30” Plastic Enclosure with Hinged Door
ENP3080 — 30” Plastic Enclosure, Only
ENP3060 — 30” Plastic Hinged Door, Only

30” BULK PACKS
ENP3080-5 — 30” Plastic Enclosure, Only (Pack of 5)
ENP3060-5 — 30” Plastic Hinged Door, Only (Pack of 5)

ACCESSORIES
ENP3001 — Plastic 30” Trim Ring

42” ENCLOSURES
ENP4250 — 42” Plastic Enclosure with Hinged Door
ENP4280 — 42” Plastic Enclosure, Only
ENP4260 — 42” Plastic Hinged Door, Only

42” BULK PACKS
ENP4280-5 — 42” Plastic Enclosure, Only (Pack of 5)
ENP4260-5 — 42” Plastic Hinged Door, Only (Pack of 5)

ACCESSORIES
ENP4201 — Plastic 42” Trim Ring

AC1034 — 2” Rubber Grommet Pack for Plastic Enclosure (5)
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